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Minutes 
 

Meeting: York & North Yorkshire LEP Board 

Date/Time: Friday, 18 September 2020 at 10.00  

Venue: Zoom  

 
Members Present:  

Private Sector: David Kerfoot (Chair), David Dickson (Deputy Chair), Peter Emery (Deputy 

Chair), Jane Lady Gibson, Sam Alexander, Sue Jefferson, Richard Shaw, Janet Thornton, 

Clare Hutchinson, Jan Garrill and Jonathan Wurr. 

Public Sector: Cllr Carl Les (North Yorkshire County Council), Cllr Angie Dale 

(Richmondshire District Councillor) and Cllr Keith Aspden (City of York Council).  

 

Secretariat: 

James Farrar (Chief Operating Officer), Sarah Barkey (Leadership Support Officer), Adrian 

Green (Head of Assurance), Andrew Leeming (Head of Infrastructure), Aissa Gallie (Head of 

Communications and Workforce Development) and Paul Clark (Governance and Assurance 

Manager). 

 

In attendance: 

Richard Flinton (Chief Executive – North Yorkshire County Council); and Tricia Kane (BEIS). 

 

Apologies for Absence:  

Private Sector: Kiran Trehan. 

Public Sector: Cllr Mark Crane (Selby District Council) and Cllr Steve Siddons (Scarborough 

Borough Council). 

 

LEP20-22 Chair’s Welcome and Introduction  
 
The Chair welcomed the Board to this virtual meeting through Zoom, 
explaining the first part of the meeting was the formal LEP Board and the 
second part was that of the new company.  
 

LEP20-23 Minutes of the Last Meeting 
 
Decision: That the minutes of the meeting held on 24 July 2020 be 
approved.  
 

LEP20-24 Matters arising action plan.  
 
Actions 69 and 70 will be brought to the November Board meeting.  
Action 73 is ongoing and has been closed.  
Action 81 to be dealt with at this Board therefore has been closed.  
 

LEP20-25 Registers of Interests – Updates 
 
None 
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LEP20-26 LEP Assurance Update (Governance and Finance)  
 
The Head of Assurance presented a written report covering the following 
matters: 
BEIS Midterm review - The mid term review meeting with BEIS was held 
yesterday. The LEP is looking at moving from a good to an excellent rating 
for Governance.  
 
The Delivery rating will be down to how well LGF spent. The Performance 
Group is working extremely well in providing scrutiny and oversight.  
 
The Chair explained that the criteria must be known in order to achieve an 
excellent grading. York & North Yorkshire LEP compares well with other 
LEPs and questions will be asked if an excellent grading is not achieved. 
BEIS and colleagues are aware that we want an excellent rating.  
 
The COO noted that to achieve ‘excellent’ then LGF funding must be 
delivered.  
 
Budget - The Head of Assurance talked through the 21/22 budget 
explaining that initial projections had based upon the LEP merging with 
Leeds City Region LEP or a new combined authority and this has had to 
be revised. 
 
The Board discussed the process to approve local authority contributions.  
The rationale for the 2.5% top slice was discussed with the possibility to 
top slice 5% even if it is not all used. The Head of Assurance explained 
that the period 22/23 would be the issue.  
 
Peter Emery (Deputy Chair) asked to have minuted that the Board had a 
concern over longer-term funding. The Chair proposed the resolution of 
the Boards concern. Explaining that the LEP network is concerned about 
the ongoing funding of LEPs and this has been raised.  

 
Decision:  
(a) The Board approved the “in-principle” request to top slice 2.5% of the 

£15.4m GBF allocation.  
(b) The Board expresses concern regarding future funding from 22/23 

onwards.  
(c) The Board noted the contents of the paper.  
  
 

LEP20-27 Diversity Statement  
Sam Alexander the LEP’s Diversity Champion thanked the Head of 
Communications and Workforce Development and the Governance and 
Assurance Manager for their help in pulling this together.  
 
The Statement was originally brought to the Board in March and the Board 
asked to re-look at the wording. The Board’s input has been included.  
 
Commitment 13 was discussed, there was concern over the wording ‘We 
will do this’ as this seemed to be restrictive if it cannot be effectively 
monitored and enforced. The Board discussed the use of the word ‘strive’ 
instead.  
 
The Assurance and Governance Manger and the Head of Assurance 
explained that this had been lifted from the NYCC diversity statement that 
LEP staff who are employed by the accountable body need to abide by.  
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The COO explained that even though we do have to comply with this 
NYCC statement, the LEP’s public document could be changed.  
 
The Board asked that this diversity statement be given prominence during 
the LEP chair recruitment.  
 
Decision  
The Board approved the Diversity Statement included at Section 3.1 of the 
report, subject to Commitment 13 being amended to read ‘Strive’. 
 

LEP20-28 Communications Update  
The Head of Communications and Workforce Development presented a 
written report, updating the Board on the Comms work from the last six 
months.   
 
The Board were asked give a note of thank you to Melanie Fenna for her 
work on the Growth Hub (GH) website. The Comms overspend has been 
covered by funding from the uplift fund.  
 
The Chair thanked the Comms team for their work, explaining that comms 
have been revolutionised in the last two years, and also thanked the Head 
of Communications and Workforce Development for an excellent report, 
and the very good GH numbers.  
 
The Board discussed the focus on leadership, commenting that everyone, 
at every level, at the LEP will have leadership roles. The Board discussed 
the LEP’s positioning on leadership explaining that we are Yorkshire’s best 
kept secret. The Board asked how are success will be measured - how 
many Businesses across the patch know the LEP?  
 
The Head of Communications and Workforce Development explained that 
success will be measured from challenges - from light touch to the more 
engagement. There are plans to do a stakeholder survey.  
 
Organisational development is important to have these together, to have a 
personal baseline to measure for leaders. There is a pulse survey for LEP 
staff. 
 
Decision  
(a) The Board noted the progress of Communications against the 

improvement target and the delivery plan. 
(b) The Board support the importance and relevance of the organisational 

development programme progress. 
 
 

 LEP20-29 Strategy update. 
The Head of Strategy presented the first paper from the newly formed 
Strategy team.   
 
The Board discussed the issues with the pipeline of projects. The short 
four-day call turnaround for the Getting Building Fund demonstrated a 
shortage of ‘off-the-shelf’ projects. There are 160 schemes in the pipeline. 
The Board noted that many partners do not have the finances to bring 
them forward.  
 
Peter Emery commented on the pipelines and the work that the LA’s need 
to know what good looks like. How can the process be strengthened so 
they can do the stress test? The Chair said that this was important but 
LA’s need to do more due diligence. 
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Jane Gibson said that this was an excellent paper. This is the first time the 
LEP seems to be proactive and the papers show we know what we want.   
The Head of Strategy talked through the grey boxes in Annex A explaining 
that these are themes and the team will develop who is the lead for these 
areas, this will help to break down the silo working that has been 
happening.  
 
It was explained that the LEP has the strategies but now needs to set 
things out and to start delivering.  
 
The Chair said that ‘Place’ at 5.2 can be enhanced through Northern 
Power House conversations that are coming up. 
 
COVID Recovery. The Head of Strategy talked through the recovery plan, 
explaining that a costed plan for the recovery is in progress. A task and 
finish group will see the plan for approval next week, as it has been out to 
consultation.  
 
David Dickson explained that is a very comprehensive piece of work. He 
described a meeting he had attended with Business Bank and NPiF where 
an issue was identified from businesses running out of cash in the next 
month or so as the bounce back loans end on 4 November.  
 
Richard Shaw explained that sales had climbed steadily in May and June 
and then significantly in July and September. Manufacturing was going 
well.  
 
The smaller and hospitality are not looking good and there needs to be 
refinement over where the LEP works.  
 
The Chair of the Skills Board Sam Alexander echoed the points that had 
been made and thanked the Strategy team for the good piece of work and 
the strong ten pledges. Commenting that Skills funding is limited, but if 
there is anything skills-wise, that anyone of the Board can do to help to let 
her know.  
 
The Head of Strategy is working with the skills team looking at ESIF 
projects that can be tweaked.  
 
Jan Garrill explained that following the changes to the housing market and 
people moving back from London is it possible to see where the growth is. 
The Skills team are looking at where the skills and careers needs might 
be.  
 
The Chair thanked the Head of Strategy for the detailed paper.  
 
Decision  
The Board noted the report as an overview of the initial work of the new 
Strategy Team and that more detailed specific reports will be provided at 
future LEP Board meetings. 
 

LEP20-30 Delivery Update 
The COO presented the Delivery update. 
 
LGF- The Harrogate rail line objection has been removed and the project 
is on track to deliver. Cllr Aspden thank the COO for the extra information 
on the Harrogate rail line, explaining that he is also happy to help with the 
capacity north of York.  
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All other projects are on track.  
 
The Getting Building Fund is on track to deliver. The Askham Bryan 
business plan is not at full business case yet but is still due to deliver.  
 
Jane Gibson asked if there was anything more rural that the Farm Growth 
Action plan (para 5.4), The Chair and Mark Blakeston are working on a 
paper looking at supply chains through food.  
 
Decision 
The Board noted the positive performance against delivery plan targets 
including additional Getting Building Fund and Growth Hub investment 
secured. 
 

LEP20-31 Devolution update 
 
The COO gave a verbal update on Devolution and the Local Government 
reorganisation.  
 
Decision 
That the verbal update be noted. 
 

LEP20-32 Chair’s Update 
The Chair congratulated the team on the best set of Board papers in the 
last ten years.  
 
The Chair will write to the LAs, MPs and Ministers regarding the need to 
submit the Devolution asks to Government.  
 
The next meeting will be the 30 October 2020 to endorse the new LEP 
Chair.  
 
6 November is the date of the AGM with the panel live from the Principal 
Hotel.  
 

LEP20-33 Date and Time of next meeting – 30 October 2020 10.00 
 

 

Meeting concluded at approximately 12.00 


